In multimedia systems we usually need to retrieve database (DB) objects based on their similarity to a query object, while the similarity assessment is provided by a measure which defines a (dis)similarity score for every pair of DB objects. In most existing applications, the similarity measure is required to be a metric, where the triangle inequality is utilized to speed up the search for relevant objects by use of metric access methods (MAMs), for example, the M-tree. A recent research has shown, however, that nonmetric measures are more appropriate for similarity modeling due to their robustness and ease to model a made-to-measure similarity. Unfortunately, due to the lack of triangle inequality, the nonmetric measures cannot be directly utilized by MAMs. From another point of view, some sophisticated similarity measures could be available in a black-box nonanalytic form (e.g., as an algorithm or even a hardware device), where no information about their topological properties is provided, so we have to consider them as nonmetric measures as well. From yet another point of view, the concept of similarity measuring itself is inherently imprecise and we often prefer fast but approximate retrieval over an exact but slower one.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the volume of available multimedia data has been growing rapidly, so the multimedia retrieval systems and multimedia databases (DBs) are becoming more important than ever. As we see the progress in the fields of acquisition, storage, and dissemination of various multimedia formats, the application of effective and efficient multimedia management systems becomes indispensable in order to handle all these formats. The application domains for multimedia retrieval include image/audio/video databases, and CAD databases, but also molecular biology and medicine databases, geographical information systems, biometric databases, and many others. In particular, more than 95% of Web space is used to store multimedia content; other multimedia data is stored in corporate and scientific databases, personal archives, and digital libraries.
Due to the quick growth of multimedia data volumes, the text-based multimedia systems are becoming useless, since the requirements on manual annotation exceed human possibilities and resources. The metadata-based search systems are similar; we need an additional explicit information to effectively describe multimedia objects (e.g., structured semantic description, like class hierarchies or ontologies), which is not available in most cases. 1 The only practical way how to process and retrieve the vast volumes of raw multimedia data is the content-based similarity search, that is, we consider the real content of each particular DB object. Because the multimedia objects have no universal syntactic and semantic structure (unlike traditional strong-type rows in relational database tables or XML with a schema), the most general and feasible abstraction used in multimedia retrieval is the query-by-example concept, where the database objects are ranked according to similarity to a query object (the example). Only those database objects are retrieved that have been ranked as sufficiently similar to the query object. The similarity measure returns a real-valued similarity score for any two multimedia objects on the input.
Preferences of Similarity Search
The retrieval effectiveness (i.e., the quality of the query result) is tightly bound to the similarity measure employed. To obtain just the expected results from the database, the similarity measure should follow the human perception (or judgment) of similarity. The measure, therefore, should not be limited by some topological properties (e.g., metric axioms) which restrict the richness of similarity modeling. Following this presumption, the most general similarity measuring can be achieved by a nonmetric distance. However, despite the possibilities of nonmetric measuring, the measures are often restricted to metric distances, since then the DB objects can be indexed by metric access methods, and then efficiently (i.e., quickly) retrieved when a similarity query is issued. We could call the choice between metric and nonmetric measures as the topological preference.
From another point of view, unlike exact-match queries in traditional databases, the similarity measuring and retrieval in multimedia databases is inherently imprecise, subjective, and changing over time. Thus we might prefer faster but approximate methods which could retrieve some nonrelevant objects (false hits) and miss some relevant ones (false dismissals). In many cases, the efficiency gain can be traded for an acceptable loss in effectiveness. Nevertheless, in some cases the similarity is precisely defined and then we require the search to be as exact as possible (e.g., biometric identification tasks). We could call the choice between exact and approximate search the precision preference.
Both the topological and precision preferences are orthogonal, that is, in both we can distinguish metric or nonmetric and exact or approximate preferences.
Paper Contributions
So far, the four preference combinations of similarity search have been handled separately. Most research has been carried out on the exact metric search, resulting in a large class of metric access methods. Also the approximate metric search has been extensively studied, while several proposals have been presented also in the area of exact as well as approximate nonmetric search. However, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been proposed a unifying framework for all four aspects of similarity search. In this article we propose such a framework based on modification of any dissimilarity measure (even a "black-box" one) to become applicable to any metric access method for either an exact or approximate retrieval.
Differences from Previous Work.
The framework is a generalization and extension of our previous contributions proposed in Skopal [2006] and Skopal et al. [2004] . In particular, the concept of distance modification is generalized, so that we not only consider so-called TG-modification of a semimetric distance (as in Skopal [2006] ), but we also propose the so-called TV-modification (proposed in a very restricted form in Skopal et al. [2004] ). The discussion on TGand TV-modifiers (see Section 4) includes some new theoretical observations. The TriGen algorithm (proposed in Skopal [2006] ) has been generalized in order to support a new concept of T-bases-generators of both TG-and TV-modifiers. Additionally, a new algorithm for sampling anomalous distance triplets is proposed. Moreover, we introduce the ball-overlap factor (employed in the TriGen), which is an alternative to the intrinsic dimensionality. The content of the experimental section is entirely new; the experiments have been performed on new datasets and using some new distance measures. The extended introduction to similarity search and related work sections are illustrated by many figures.
1.2.2
Structure. The rest of the article is structured as follows. The preliminaries and dissimilarity measures are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 we briefly survey the state-of-the-art approaches to all the mentioned aspects of 29:4
• T. Skopal similarity search. In Section 4 we present the key concept of our frameworksimilarity-preserving distance modifications. Section 5 describes how to employ the modified distances in MAMs and in Section 6 we present the TriGen algorithm for automatic modification determination. In Section 7 we analyze the experimental results and in Section 8 we conclude the article.
DISSIMILARITY SPACES
The similarity retrieval modeling is based on simplifying dissimilarity space abstraction. Let a multimedia object O be modeled by a model object O ∈ U, where U is a model universe, which could be a cartesian product over attribute sets, a set of various structures (polygons, graphs, other sets, etc.), string closure, sequence closure, etc. A multimedia database S is then represented by a dataset S ⊂ U.
Definition 1 (Similarity and Dissimilarity Measure). Let s : U × U → R be a similarity measure, where s (O i , O j ) is considered a similarity score of multimedia objects O i and O j . In many cases it is more suitable to use a dissimilarity measure δ : U × U → R equivalent to a similarity measure s(·, ·) as
s(Q, O i ) > s(Q, O j ) ⇔ δ(Q, O i ) < δ(Q, O j )
. A dissimilarity measure (or distance) assigns a higher score to less similar objects, and vice versa. The pair D = (U, δ) is called a dissimilarity space-a kind of topological space.
Metric Distances
The distance measures often satisfy some of the metric properties
triangle inequality (4) Reflexivity (1) permits the zero distance just for identical objects. Both reflexivity and nonnegativity (2) guarantee every two distinct objects are somehow positively dissimilar. If δ satisfies reflexivity, nonnegativity, and symmetry (3), we call δ a semimetric. Finally, if a semimetric δ satisfies also the triangle inequality (4), we call δ a metric (or metric distance). The triangle inequality is a kind of transitivity property; it says if O i , O j and O j , O k are similar, then also O i , O k are similar. If there is an upper bound d + such that δ : U × U → 0, d + , we call δ a bounded metric. In such a case, M = (U, δ) is called a (bounded) metric space.
To complete the enumeration, we also distinguish pseudometrics (not satisfying the reflexivity), quasimetrics (not satisfying symmetry), and ultrametrics (a stronger type of metric, where the triangle inequality is restricted to ultrametric inequality-max{δ
We also define the important concept of triangular triplet, which will serve us in the proposed framework in order to quantify the "amount" of triangle inequality fulfillment. 
Definition 2 (Triangular Triplet). A tuple of real numbers
A metric δ generates just the (ordered) triangular triplets, that is,
is triangular triplet. Conversely, if a measure generates just the triangular triplets, then it satisfies the triangle inequality. A triangular triplet can be perceived as a set of all L 2 -drawn triangles of side lengths given by the triplet components (and vice versa). While some metrics generate every possible triangle (e.g., the Euclidean distance), some generate only a subset (e.g., an ultrametric distance generates just the isosceles triangles).
Examples of Metric Distances. The most widely used metrics are the
The special cases are the Manhattan distance (or L 1 distance; see the L 1 ball in Figure 1 (a)-points at a fixed L 1 distance from a center point Q); the Euclidean distance (or L 2 distance; see Figure 1 (b)); and the Chessboard distance (or Chebyshev L ∞ ; see Figure 1 (d)). For p > 2 the L p ball looks more like a square with rounded corners (the higher the p, the sharper the corners; see the L 5 ball in Figure 1 (c)), and for 1 < p < 2 the L p ball looks like a diamond with knobbed edges.
A generalized case of the Euclidean distance is the quadratic-form distance (or Mahalanobis), defined as δ QF (x, y) = (x − y) (x − y) T , where the is a square positive-definite matrix, wherein some correlations between individual 29:6
• T. Skopal coordinates are specified. The quadratic-form distance allows to model similarity in such vector spaces where the features (dimensions) are supposed to be correlated (see Figure 1(f) ). For example, in red-green-blue color space we suppose the green component is more correlated with the blue one than with the red. If is just a diagonal matrix, we talk about weighed Euclidean distance (some dimensions are just said to be more or less important than the other ones; see Figure 1 (e)), while unitary diagonal turns the quadratic-form distance into an ordinary Euclidean. The Minkowski distances (especially L 2 ) have been widely used to measure dissimilarity [Rubner et al. 2001; Corboy et al. 2005] ; some approaches prefer the L 1 distance [Bustos et al. 2005a ], while others prefer the L ∞ distance [Li et al. 2006] .
The angle between vectors is also a metric which can be viewed as an L 2 distance along the surface of the origin-centered unitary L 2 ball (see Figure 1(g) ). This angle distance is widely used in information retrieval [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999] , however, in a form of nonmetric cosine measure (see Section 2.2).
Since any linear combination of metrics is a metric as well, we can combine simple metrics into more complicated ones (see Figure 1 (h) where the ball for L 2 + angle distances is depicted).
For nonvector data we can exploit plenty of other distances. The Levenshtein (or edit) distance counts the minimum number of basic operations (character insertion, deletion, replacement) in order to turn one string into another. A similar edit distance can be defined on trees (the tree edit distance), where the basic operations are defined as node insertion, deletion, and relabeling. The edit distance has been used in various areas, for example, in DNA sequence matching [Sankoff and Kruskal 1983] , the tree edit distance is useful, for example, in XML structural similarity search [Nierman and Jagadish 2002] .
For general finite sets we can use the Jaccard distance δ Jacc (A, B) = 1 − |A∩B| |A∪B| , which measures the (inverse of) normed overlap between sets A and B. Another set-based distance is the Hausdorff distance δ Haus (A, B) = max{h(A, B), h(B, A)}, where h(A, B) = max a∈A {min b∈B {d (A, B)}}. The function h measures the greatest partial distance d (which must be a metric) over the elements in A to their nearest neighbors in B. Since h is defined on general sets, the set elements can be of any type which can be passed to the partial metric distance d .
Finally, we could mention the earth mover's distance, defined as
T f i j , where F = { f i j } is the flow matrix and each f i j denotes the mass to be moved from each region i of A to each region j of B (for details we refer the reader to Rubner et al. [2000] ). The object could be an image divided into regions, for example, a grid, but it can be generally anything divisible into (spatial) regions.
Nonmetric Distances
The metric properties have been argued against by some theories in psychology and computer vision as restrictive in similarity modeling [Santini and Jain 1999; Tversky 1977] . In particular, reflexivity and nonnegativity have been refuted by claiming that different objects could be differently self-similar [Krumhansl 1978; Tversky 1977] . For instance, in Figure 2 (a) the image of a leaf on a trunk can be viewed as positively self-dissimilar if we consider a distance which measures the less similar parts of the objects (here the trunk and the leaf). Or alternatively, in Figure 2 (b) the leaf-on-trunk and leaf could be treated as identical if we consider a distance which measures the most similar parts of the objects (the leaves). Nevertheless, reflexivity and nonnegativity are less problematic properties.
Symmetry was questioned by showing that a prototypical object can be less similar to an indistinct one than vice versa [Rosch 1975; Rothkopf 1957] . In Figure 2 (c), the more prototypical "Great Britain and Ireland" image is more distant to the "Ireland alone" image than vice versa.
Triangle inequality is the most attacked property. Some theories point out that similarity does not have to be transitive [Ashby and Perrin 1988; Tversky and Gati 1982] . To demonstrate by a well-known example, a man is similar to a centaur, the centaur is similar to a horse, but the man is completely dissimilar to the horse (see Figure 2 (d)).
Examples of Nonmetric distances.
Nonmetric measures have been used mainly in the areas of multimedia databases and information retrieval. A common rationale for their usage is better robustness-a robust measure is resistant to outliers, that is, to anomalous or "noisy" objects. In an "intraobject" meaning, a robust measure can neglect some portions of the measured objects which appear the most dissimilar.
To mention some vector distances, the fractional L p distances [Aggarwal et al. 2001 ] extend the Minkowski metrics (see Section 2.1.1) for 0 < p < 1; however, such L p distances are only semimetrics. Unlike classic L p metrics, the fractional L p variants allow us to inhibit extreme differences in coordinate values-this can be viewed as a robust behavior (see Figure 3(a) ). Fractional L p distances have been suggested for robust image matching [Donahue et al. 1996] and retrieval [Howarth and Ruger 2005] .
The cosine measure, defined as s cos (u, v an equivalent semimetric distance. Triangle inequality can be enforced by arccos(s cos ), which, actually, turns s cos into the angle distance (see Section 2.1.1).
The vectorial structure can also be used to store a distribution histogram (where each histogram bin is assigned to a vector coordinate), while distribution-based distances (both metric and nonmetric) are used in many areas, for example, in image retrieval [Rubner et al. 2001] . As an example, the nonmetric Jeffrey divergence is defined as δ JD (x, y) = i x i log
Generally, we can obtain a nonmetric distance by a linear combination of other distances where at least one is nonmetric (see the combination of the L 2 distance and 1−cosine measure in Figure 3(b) ), or we can, for example, multiply (non)metric distances (see the L 1 3 · QF-ball in Figure 3(c) ). The robust behavior can be provided by various k-median distances; these measure the kth most similar portions of the compared objects. Generally, a k-median distance is of the form
is a partial distance between O 1 and O 2 , considering the ith portions of the objects. Among the partial distance values d i (·, ·), the k-med operator returns the kth smallest value. In Figure 3 (d) see a region ball of 2-median distance consisting of quadratic-form distance, angle distance, and weighed L 2 .
As a special k-median distance derived from the Hausdorff metric, the partial Hausdorff distance (pHD) has been proposed for shape-based image retrieval [Huttenlocher et al. 1993] . Given two sets S 1 , S 2 of points (e.g., two polygons or clouds of points), the partial Hausdorff distance uses
where dNP is the Euclidean (L 2 ) distance of the ith point in S 1 to the nearest point in S 2 . To keep the distance symmetric, pHD is the maximum of δ in both directions, that is, pHD(S 1 , S 2 ) = max(δ(S 1 , S 2 ), δ(S 2 , S 1 )). Similar to pHD is another modification of Hausdorff metric, used for face detection [Jesorsky et al. 2001] , where the average of dNP distances is considered, instead of k-median.
In the area of sequence and string matching, the idea of sequence (or string) alignment is utilized in many distance measures. In principle, the elements of two sequences are pair-wise aligned in a way that the sum of distances between aligned elements is minimized. Unlike edit distance, the popular (dynamic) time warping distance (DTW) is not a metric, while it has been used in time series retrieval [Yi et al. 1998 ], and even in shape retrieval [Bartolini et al. 2005] . The DTW distance is robust in the sense that it is quite resistant to the sampling frequency or a time shift, that is, two sequences sampled at (locally) different rates are ranked as similar (see Figure 3 (e)). To eliminate some pathological alignments, there were also developed various constraints on DTW, for example, Sakoe-Chiba's band, Itakura's parallelogram, etc. [Keogh and Ratanamahatana 2005] . Another nonmetric string measure is the longest common subsequence (LCSS); however, LCSS is a similarity measure (two strings with no common subsequence have LCSS = 0).
Besides distance measures based on simple description (like the L p distances), some measures are very complex and, therefore, for them a "manual" enforcement of metric properties is nearly impossible. The COSIMIR model [Mandl 1998 ] consists of a three-layer backpropagation network (see Figure  3 (f)), which can be trained to model an arbitrary user-defined similarity measure (but hardly a metric one).
Learning and Dynamic Distances
In addition to the topological and precision preferences, we can also identify a kind of dynamic preference declaring whether the similarity can or cannot evolve over time (and also during the process of retrieval) [Guo et al. 2002; Brambilla et al. 1999] . The reason could be either learning (the similarity learns the human's cognition by e.g., relevance feedback) or just evolving due to the dynamic nature of similarity (some objects appear more or less similar in different time periods; we can also consider user profiles which adjust the similarity for each user). By the way, the topological preference is not likely to be orthogonal to the dynamic preference, since learning measures hardly preserve metric properties.
When related to the process of retrieval, some approaches consider the query object as one of the factors which modifies the actual semantic of similarity in a given query context [Ciaccia and Patella 2000] . In particular, Bustos et al. [2005b] suggested dynamic combinations of metrics for more effective threedimensional (3D) retrieval. We can observe that such a "multimetric" approach improves the flexibility of similarity measuring-however, in a different way than the rich but static non-metric measuring.
Unlike the "static" similarity measures, the topological properties of learning and dynamic distances can vary over the time. We suppose the (topological properties of) measures are static, so dynamic preference is out of scope of this article.
Black-Box and Hardware-Supported Distances
Besides the analytical descriptions of various measures (even the very complex ones like the COSIMIR), we can design a similarity which can be described just by an algorithm written in context-free language-as a black box returning a real-value output from a two-object input. The topological properties (i.e., the metric axioms) of an algorithmically described similarity measure are generally undecidable, so we have to treat such a measure as nonmetric.
To improve the performance of similarity measuring, there were designed specialized hardware ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit) coprocessors, following the VLSI (very-large-scale integration) paradigm. The ASICs offer high performance for specialized tasks (e.g., a particular similarity measuring); however, a disadvantage of such specialized devices is their limited usage when the similarity measure is to be redesigned. Mukherjee [1989] proposesd HW algorithms for string matching (the LCSS, in particular). A recent trend in VLSI is reconfigurable computing, where a general-purpose FPGA (field-programmable gate array) is physically configured to act as a specialized processor (instead of a brand new ASIC design). Unlike CPUs where just control flow is driven by software, the FPGAs allows one to change the "native" data flow throughout the circuit-in simple words, to configure a task-specific hardware design. Recently, an FPGA-based implementation of Euclidean distance and cosine measure was proposed [Freeman 2006 ]. An unknown FPGA device implementing a similarity measure has to be considered also as a nonmetric black box.
Computational Complexity of Dissimilarity Measures
The time complexity of algorithms implementing the similarity measures can vary from linear to exponential (when related to the object sizes n 1 , n 2 ).
The Minkowski metrics are quite cheap-they are computed in O(n) time. The Jaccard distance can be generally computed in O((n 1 + n 2 )log(n 1 + n 2 )) time, where a sort operation must be performed in order to compute union/intersection of the sets. The (k-median) Hausdorff distance is generally computable in O(n 1 n 2 ) · O(d ) time, where O(d ) is time complexity of the partial distance function d . The quadratic-form distance is of complexity O(n 2 ) (due to the vector-and-matrix multiplication). The sequence alignment measures (like edit distance, DTW, LCSS, etc.) are also of quadratic complexity (when computed by dynamic programming). An example of a very expensive distance measure is the earth mover's distance, which is of exponential complexity (considering linear programming computation).
Indexability Indicators
To efficiently search in a multimedia database, the topological properties of the employed dissimilarity measure are just partial information needed for the design of a successful access method.
2.6.1 Intrinsic Dimensionality. The distance distribution inside the dataset S is another important factor for similarity indexing. The distance distribution can reveal a structure inside the dataset, that is, the fact whether there exist clusters of objects and how tight they might be. Given a dataset S and a distance 2 δ, the efficiency limits of any access method are indicated by the intrinsic dimensionality (IDIM) 3 of S, defined as
where μ and σ 2 are the mean and the variance of the distance distribution in S (proposed in ). Figure 4 shows an example of distance distribution histograms (DDHs) indicating low (ρ = 3.61) and high (ρ = 42.35) intrinsic dimensionalities.
The intrinsic dimensionality is low if there exist tight clusters of objectssome objects are close to each other and far from the other ones. If all the indexed objects are almost equally distant, then intrinsic dimensionality is high, which means the dataset is poorly intrinsically structured. A high ρ value says that many (even all) of the partitions created on S are likely to be overlapped by every possible query, so the query processing deteriorates to a sequential search in all the partitions. The problem of high intrinsic dimensionality is, in fact, a generalization of the well-known curse of dimensionality [Weber et al. 1998; ] into metric spaces.
2.6.2 Ball-Overlap Factor. Given a dataset and a dissimilarity measure, the intrinsic dimensionality gives us an indirect prediction (or cost model) about the indexing efficiency. However, instead of simple statistical properties like mean and variance of distances, we would rather capture information about real relationships between data clusters described by some regions in the dissimilarity space. The regions should be of a shape/form used by metric access methods (see the next section).
In particular, the fat and bloat factors [Traina Jr. et al. 2000] have been proposed to classify the likelihood of efficient search in a dataset indexed by an M-tree. However, these factors are related to an existing M-tree-based index, while we would like to classify the dataset S itself, regardless of a specific access method and a particular index built for the dataset. Therefore, we propose the ball-overlap factor (BOF), which is defined as 
In simple words, the BOF k factor calculates the ratio of overlaps between ball regions, where each region is made of an object (from the dataset sample) and of such a covering radius which guarantees (at least) k +1 data objects are located inside the ball. In such a way the balls can be regarded as indexing regions. The overlap ratio then predicts the likelihood that two arbitrary ball-shaped regions will overlap or not. The BOF factor can thus serve us as a more appropriate MAM-independent efficiency indicator for metric access methods based on ball partitioning, for example, the M-tree (see next section). In Figure 5 (a) see the BOF 1 , BOF 5 and BOF 10 factors for vector datasets of increasing dimensionality. 
SIMILARITY SEARCH-RELATED WORK
In this section we survey the main approaches to similarity search. In particular, we summarize the main access methods for metric search 5 -we overview both exact and approximate search methods. To the best of our knowledge, we 4 This is actually correct just in metric spaces; however, we have no correct possibility to perform an exact geometric-based overlap in nonmetric spaces. Nevertheless, we suppose BOF will work also in nonmetric spaces when used to compare two nonmetric distances (as proved in experiments). 5 For a comprehensive survey on metric access methods we refer the reader to Zezula et al. [2005] . offer for the first time an overview of the state-of-the-art nonmetric approaches to similarity search.
Similarity Queries
First of all, in the following we consider the query-by-example concept; we look for objects similar to a query object Q ∈ U (Q is derived from an example multimedia object). Necessary to the query-by-example retrieval is a notion of similarity ordering, where the objects O i ∈ S are ordered according to the distances to Q. For a particular type of query, there is specified a portion of the ordering returned as the query result. The range query and the k-nearestneighbors (kNN) query are the most popular ones. 6 A range query (Q, r Q ) selects all objects from the similarity ordering for which δ(Q, O i ) ≤ r Q , where r Q ≥ 0 is a distance threshold (or query radius). A kNN query (Q, k) selects the k most similar objects (first k objects in the ordering).
Each particular range query region is represented by a ball in the metric space, centered in Q and of radius r Q . In a kNN query the r Q radius is not known in advance, so it must be incrementally refined during the kNN query processing. The simplest implementation of similarity query evaluation is the sequential search over the entire dataset. The query object is compared against every object in the dataset, resulting in a similarity ordering which is used for the query evaluation. The sequential search often provides a baseline for other access methods.
Metric Access Methods and Exact Search
The metric access methods (MAMs) provide data structures and algorithms by use of which the objects relevant to a similarity query can be retrieved efficiently (i.e., quickly). The MAMs build a persistent auxiliary data structure, called a metric index, so we also talk about metric indexing. The main principle behind all MAMs is a utilization of the triangle inequality property (satisfied by every metric), due to which MAMs can organize/index the objects of S within distinct classes. When a query is processed, only the candidate classes are searched (those classes which overlap the query), so the searching becomes more efficient (see Figure 6 ).
The efficiency of a MAM depends not only on I/O costs (as the case of spatial access methods, e.g., R-tree); the second important (and often the dominant)
components are the computation costs-the number of distance computations needed to answer a query.
Many MAMs have been developed for different scenarios (e.g., designed either for secondary storage or main memory management). Among others there is the M-tree [Ciaccia et al. 1997] , the vp-tree [Yianilos 1993 ], the (m)vp-tree [Bozkaya andÖzsoyoglu 1999] , the gh-tree [Uhlmann 1991 ], GNAT [Brin 1995] , LAESA [Micó et al. 1992] , or more recently, the D-index [Dohnal et al. 2003 ] and the PM-tree [Skopal et al. 2005] .
The MAM-based similarity search is accomplished by applying metric properties to quickly prune the search space. Basically, the MAM classes are represented by data regions in the metric space which are described either by ball regions (or their compositions, e.g., rings), which is the most used representation (M-tree family, (m)vp-tree, D-index), or by hyperplane partitioning (gh-tree, GNAT). During query processing, a candidate data region is checked for an overlap by the query ball. In case of overlap, the respective region has to be searched-this means either filtering data objects (if the region contains already the data objects, e.g., a tree leaf) or filtering nested regions (when considering hierarchical MAMs, e.g., trees or a D-index). Figure 7 shows several examples of MAMs, in particular the M-tree (there are many extensions of the M-tree, e.g., the PM-tree), GNAT, the mvp-tree, the D-index.
Mapping
Methods. An indirect way to accomplish metric search is mapping the dataset into a low-dimensional vector space. Various mapping (or embedding) methods, have been proposed, for example, MDS, FastMap, MetricMap, SparseMap, to name a few [Faloutsos and Lin 1995;  Hjaltason and Samet 2003]. The dataset S is embedded into a vector space (
In many cases the mapping
, which allows one to filter out some nonrelevant objects using δ V , but some other nonrelevant objects, called false hits, must be refiltered by δ (see, e.g., Filho et al. [2001] ). The mapped vectors can be indexed/searched by any MAM; however, since the data objects are mapped into a vector space, we can utilize also spatial/point access methods, like the R-tree, X-tree or VA-file [Böhm et al. 2001] .
A particular method based on mapping is LAESA, where a contractive mapping of the metric space to (R k , L ∞ ) is constructed using k pivots P i ∈ S. The mapping function F turns an object O i to a vector (δ(
. When searching, a range query (Q, r Q ) is mapped to the target space as (F (Q), r Q ) (see Figure 8 ) (kNN queries are processed in a similar way). The retrieved candidate objects (here O 1 , O 4 ) have to be refiltered to eliminate possible false hits (here O 4 ).
In terms of drawbacks, the mapping methods are expensive, while the distances are preserved only approximately, which leads to false dismissals (relevant objects being not retrieved). The contractive methods eliminate the false dismissals but suffer from a great number of false hits (especially in case of a low k), which leads to lower retrieval efficiency. In most cases the methods need to process the dataset in batches, so they are suitable for static databases and MAMs only.
M-Tree
Family. The M-tree (and its variants) is a popular MAM designed for database environments. The M-tree is based on the B + -tree; it is a paged, dynamic and balanced index structure (see Figure 7 (a)). Its inner nodes contain routing entries which describe ball-shaped metric regions which bound the underlying data objects in leaves. The leaf nodes consist of ground entriesthe indexed data objects themselves.
In recent years, the M-tree has been modified or improved either to achieve better performance, or to extend the query model. The former case modifications are the Slim-tree [Traina Jr. et al. 2000 ] (cheaper splitting of nodes and redistribution of ground entries resulting in more compact regions), the M + -tree [Zhou et al. 2003 ] (employs twin nodes to better partition the Euclidean space), and the PM-tree [Skopal et al. 2005] (the region; balls are further pruned by ring regions; see Figure 7 (b)). The latter case includes the QIC-M-tree [Ciaccia and Patella 2002] (allowing one to query by a user-defined distance metric), the M 2 -tree [Ciaccia and Patella 2000] , and the M 3 -tree [Bustos and Skopal 2006 ] (allowing one to query by a combination of metrics where the weight of each particular metric is specified at query time).
Approximate Search in Metric Spaces
Nowadays, an efficient search in (intrinsically) high-dimensional datasets is feasible solely by usage of approximate methods. Fortunately, since the similarity measuring and search is inherently imprecise, a retrieval which is approximate to some extent can be satisfactory in many cases. Among many approaches to the approximate search, in this section we outline several representative methods. Zezula et al. [1998] proposed three techniques of approximate search in M-trees, varying in how to give up the query result precision for the sake of improved search efficiency. The techniques were applied to approximate kNN search.
Approximately Correct Search.
The first technique 7 considers a user-defined relative distance error ≥ 0. The error states that the distance between Q and an approximation of kth nearest neighbor O k A must be no more than (1 + ) times farther than the real
A is called the (1 + ) kth nearest neighbor. In order to provide approximate search, the kNN query algorithm of the M-tree is adjusted in a way that query radius r Q , used to discard nonrelevant regions, is 1 + times smaller than the proper dynamic query radius r Q (i.e., r Q = r Q /(1 + )); see Figure 9 (a).
The second technique proposed is a usage of distance distribution F Q (x) for approximate kNN search. More specifically, F Q (x) represents the fraction of objects in the dataset, for which the distance to Q is less than or equal to x. Provided there are n objects in the dataset, n · F Q (x) objects should have a distance to Q not greater than
determines the fraction of the best approximations of kNN, while a sufficiently small F Q (δ(Q, O k A )) has been used for an early termination stop condition of approximate kNN search.
The third approximation heuristic proposed stops the kNN algorithm processing as soon as the intermediate results change only slowly. In such cases, most of the kNN algorithm runtime is spent on negligible changes in the result set, where δ(Q, O k A ) is changing steadily more slowly.
7 A similar approach, but oriented to BBD-trees, was proposed in Arya et al. [1998] . 
Space Transformations and Mapping Methods.
The contractive mapping methods (see Section 3.2.1) can be easily utilized for faster but approximate search. The idea is to omit the second phase of refiltering candidate objects such that the false hits are not filtered, so the result is only approximate. This approach is simple and can be implemented by various spatial access methods (e.g., the R-tree), but there is a risk of very bad results if the number of false hits is too large-they can, in fact, dominate the true hits and make them false dismissals. Another way to approximate search can be noncontractive mapping of the objects, such that the distances in the target space are preserved only approximately. Both means (contractive/noncontractive) are often accomplished by mapping to some low-dimensional space.
3.3.3 Clustering Techniques. Several access methods are based on clustering techniques, especially those designed for the vector space case, for example, the Clindex or VQ-file [Tuncel et al. 2002] . A variant for metric spaces is the buoy indexing approach [Volmer 2002] , where the dataset is partitioned into disjoint clusters bounded by ball regions, where the cluster representative is called a buoy. Clusters are built by assigning objects to the cluster with the closest buoy. The buoys are iteratively refined so that the sum of radii of cluster balls in the result set gets minimized. The approximate kNN search is provided by processing only a limited number of the nearest clusters.
A similar approach was presented in Goldstein and Ramakrishnan [2000] , where the P-sphere tree-a two-level structure-is used. The data in leaves (clusters) are referenced by entries in the root node. Each root entry contains a covering sphere consisting of a center object and a radius. The approximate NN algorithm sequentially searches the leaf (cluster) which is nearest to the query object.
3.3.4 Probabilistic Search. Given a user-defined threshold θ ∈ 0, 1 , the probabilistic methods guarantee the probability of a false dismissal is at most θ. The user can tune the θ parameter in order to achieve an optimal efficiency versus accuracy tradeoff.
A probabilistic approach to LAESA-like methods has been proposed in , where the triangle inequality is "stretched" by a multiplier β ≥ 1. Specifically, the filtering condition |δ(O i , P t ) − δ(Q, P t )| > r Q is stretched by β; see Figure 9 (b). In order to preserve the user-defined probability θ of a false drop, the upper-bound for β is computed as β ≤
where p is the number of pivots, and σ 2 is variance of the dataset's distance distribution.
Recently, an approach [Amato et al. 2003 ] has been proposed, predicting the probability that an intersection of a query region and a data region contains some indexed objects. If the probability is lower than a user-defined threshold, the data region (e.g., the M-tree node) is not processed. The probability is predicted by means of region proximity, computed using the dataset's distance distribution.
A method of probabilistic metric search based on compact partitions has been introduced in Bustos and Navarro [2004] . The idea is to fix in advance the limit of distance computations allowed to answer a query. Moreover, an advanced version exploits a ranking of the regions to be searched, so that the most promising regions are processed first.
3.3.5 PAC Queries. When searching in a high-dimensional dataset, even the approximately correct methods (see Section 3.3.1) work inefficiently. Ciaccia and Patella [2000] proposed probably approximately correct (PAC) nearestneighbor search, even more reducing the search costs at the expense of only probabilistic search. The method extends the (1 + ) nearest-neighbor search by a user-defined confidence parameter θ . The method searches so that the retrieved object is a (1 + ) nearest neighbor with probability at least θ . The NN algorithm is enhanced by a stop condition which terminates the NN search if the distance to the current (1 + ) NN candidate falls below r θ Q , where (Q, r θ Q ) is a region which is guaranteed to be empty with probability at least θ . The PAC-NN algorithm has been applied to the M-tree as well as to the sequential index.
Exact Search in Nonmetric Spaces
The existing approaches to exact nonmetric search are designed for particular access methods and also for a particular distance.
As a classic technique, the inverted index [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999] is widely used in fulltext systems for vector query processing. Whenever a vector query is to be processed, only such lists in the inverted index are scanned, the ids of which correspond to ids of nonzero query weights. However, we must realize the skipping of zero-weight lists is only possible due to the usage of the cosine measure or inner product as the similarity measure (where multiplying by zero query weight leads to zero). Thus we cannot use translation-invariant distance (e.g., any L p distance), since there are no coordinate multiplications, and so we cannot skip the zero-weighted lists. To overcome this limitation, the IGrid [Aggarwal and Yu 2000] was proposed-a structure inspired by the inverted index-usable with a kind of robust fractional L p distance, where the values in each dimension are quantized into equiwidth buckets (a bucket stores a list, similarly to an inverted index entry). The query processing then exploits a similar idea as the inverted index; the substraction of particular query and vector coordinate values (used to compute the robust L p ) is considered as nonzero just in case the compared values fall into the same bucket-otherwise the index bucket is skipped.
To support similarity search by a nonmetric distance d Q , the QIC-Mtree [Ciaccia and Patella 2002] has been proposed as an extension of the M-tree (the key idea is applicable also to other MAMs). The M-tree index is built by the use of an index distance d I , which is a metric lowerbounding the query distance d Q (up to a scaling constant S I →Q ), that is,
As d I lower-bounds d Q , a query can be partially processed by d I (which, moreover, could be computationally much cheaper than d Q ), such that many nonrelevant classes of objects (subtrees in the M-tree) are filtered out. All objects in the nonfiltered classes are compared against Q using d Q . Actually, this approach is similar to the usage of contractive mapping methods (d I is an analogy to δ V ), but here the objects generally do not need to be mapped into a vector space. However, this approach has two major limitations. First, for a given nonmetric distance d Q there is no general way of finding the metric d I . Although d I could be found "manually" for a particular d Q (as in Bartolini et al. [2005] ), this is not easy for d Q given as a black box (an algorithmically described one). Second, the lower-bounding metric should be as tight an approximation of d Q as possible, because this "tightness" heavily affects the intrinsic dimensionality, the number of MAMs' filtered classes, and so the retrieval efficiency.
Approximate Search in Nonmetric Spaces
To the best of our knowledge, no one has proposed a specialized access method for approximate nonmetric search. Nevertheless, this task can be indirectly carried out by either mapping methods or classification.
3.5.1 Mapping Methods. As in the case of approximate metric search, the nonmetric case can be also accomplished by mapping methods. To better preserve the "exotic" nonmetric distances in Euclidean spaces, specialized techniques have been proposed; we refer the reader to Athitsos et al. [2005] ; Kruskal [1964] ; Farago et al. [1993] .
3.5.2 Classification. Quite a number of attempts at nonmetric nearestneighbor (NN) search have been tried out in the classification area. Let us recall the basic three steps of classification. First, the dataset is organized in classes of similar objects (by user annotation or clustering). Then, for each class, a description consisting of the most representative object(s) is created; this is achieved by condensing [Hart 1968] or editing [Wilson 1972 ] algorithms. Third, the NN search is accomplished as a classification of the query object. Such a class is searched, to which the query object is "nearest"-there is an assumption the nearest neighbor is located in the "nearest class." For nonmetric classification, there have been proposed methods enhancing the description of classes (step 2). In particular, condensing algorithms producing atypical points [Goh et al. 2002] or correlated points [Jacobs et al. 2000] have been successfully applied.
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• T. Skopal Roth et al. [2002] transformed a matrix of pairwise nonmetric distances into a matrix of metric distances which is equivalent with respect to the effectiveness of the subsequent clustering/classification. The "metrization" is accomplished by a simple distance shift such that the triangle inequality becomes satisfied. However, although the modified matrix is suitable for clustering purposes, the constant shifting of distances is problematic for efficient indexing and search (as discussed later in Section 5.2). Moreover, this approach is not very "database-friendly," since it assumes a static database (matrix); an insertion/deletion requires recomputation of the entire model.
The drawbacks of classification-based methods reside in static indexing and limited scalability, while the querying is restricted just to approximate (k-)NN.
DISTANCE MODIFICATIONS FOR SIMILARITY SEARCH
The proposed framework is based on a kind of dissimilarity transformation, although one based on a dissimilarity-to-dissimilarity transformation (rather than a dissimilarity-to-vector space transformation, as mentioned in the previous sections).
Assumptions
We assume δ satisfies at least reflexivity and nonnegativity but, as we have mentioned in Section 2.2, these are the less restrictive properties and can be handled easily. The nonnegativity is satisfied by a shift of the distances, while for the reflexivity property we require every two nonidentical objects to be at least Furthermore, searching by an asymmetric measure d could be partially provided by a symmetric measure δ, for example,
Using the symmetric measure, some nonrelevant objects can be filtered out, while the original asymmetric measure δ is then used to rank the remaining nonfiltered objects.
In the following we assume the measure δ is a bounded semimetric (which includes also full metrics). The bounding assumption is introduced just for clarity of the following presentation-the forthcoming principles can be extended to the general case without restrictions. Finally, as δ is bounded by d + , we can further normalize the semimetric such that it assigns distances from 0, 1 . This can be achieved simply by scaling the original value δ(
In the same way, a range query radius r Q must be scaled to 
Similarity-Preserving Modifiers
The cornerstone of the proposed transformation is an employment of so-called similarity-preserving modifiers which, given a query object Q and the dataset S, induce classes of equivalent similarity orderings (with respect to Q and S).
Definition 3 (Similarity-Preserving Modification). Given a dissimilarity measure δ, we call δ
) a similarity-preserving modification of δ (or SP-modification), where f , called the similarity-preserving modifier (SP-modifier), is a strictly increasing function for which f (0) = 0. Again, for clarity reasons we assume f is bounded, that is, f : 0, 1 → 0, 1 . Although an SP-modification δ f is not topologically equivalent to δ (because the distances induce different systems of open sets), we can observe that any SP-modification of δ induces the same similarity ordering (i.e. all SPmodifications of δ are SO-equivalent), as follows.
Definition 4 (Similarity Ordering). We define SimOrder
δ : U → 2 U×U , ∀O i , O j , Q ∈ U as O i , O j ∈ SimOrder δ (Q) ⇔ δ(Q, O i ) < δ(Q, O j ), that is,
LEMMA 1 (SIMILARITY ORDERING (SO-) EQUIVALENCE). Given a dissimilarity δ and any
The SO-equivalence can be seen as a weaker alternative to the topological equivalence-it says two distances represent the same similarity retrieval model. In other words, if a query is processed sequentially (by comparing all objects in S to the query object Q), then it does not matter if we use either δ or any δ f , because both ways induce the same similarity ordering. Naturally, the radius r Q of a range query must be modified to f (r Q ), when searching by δ f .
Triangle-Generating Modifiers
Among the infinite number of possible SP-modifiers, the class of trianglegenerating modifiers has an exceptional property-the ability of (partial) triangle inequality enforcement. More specifically, the class of triangle-generating modifiers itself is a special subclass of so-called metric-preserving functions, studied in metric spaces theory [Corazza 1999 ]. Within the class of metricpreserving functions, some are simultaneously SP-modifiers, as follows.
Definition 5 (Metric-Preserving SP-Modifier
). An SP-modifier f is metricpreserving if for every metric δ the SP-modification δ f preserves the triangle inequality, that is, δ f is also metric.
8
The concave SP-modifiers are always metric-preserving.
8 Note: Such an SP-modifier is additionally subadditive ( f (x) + f ( y) ≥ f (x + y), ∀x, y ∈ R + 0 ).
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LEMMA 2 (CONCAVE SP-MODIFIER). (a) Every concave SP-modifier f is metric-preserving. (b) Let (a, b, c) be a triangular triplet and f be a metricpreserving SP-modifier; then ( f (a), f (b), f (c)) is a triangular triplet as well.
PROOF. For the proof and for more about general metric-preserving functions (not only the continuous/monotonous ones) we refer the reader to Corazza [1999] .
Definition 6 (Triangle-Generating Modifier). Let a strictly concave SPmodifier f be called a triangle-generating modifier (or TG-modifier). Having a TG-modifier f , let a δ f be called a TG-modification.
The concavity property of any TG-modifier (see examples in Figure 10 (a)) not only guarantees the preservation of the triangle inequality with respect to any metric being modified, it strengthens the "triangle inequality fulfillment" of any semimetric. Moreover, it can even fully enforce the triangle inequality for a semimetric-turning it into a metric-as follows.
THEOREM 1 (TURNING SEMIMETRIC INTO METRIC). Given a semimetric δ, then there always exists a TG-modifier f , such that the SP-modification δ
f is a metric.
PROOF. We show that every ordered triplet (a, b, c) generated by δ can be turned by a single TG-modifier f into an ordered triangular triplet.
(1) As every semimetric is reflexive and nonnegative, it generates ordered triplets just of forms (0, 0, 0), (0, c, c), and (a, b, c) , where a, b, c > 0. Among these, just the triplets (a, b, c), 0 < a ≤ b < c, can be nontriangular. Hence, it is sufficient to show how to turn such triplets by a TG-modifier into triangular ones. (2) Suppose there is an arbitrary TG-modifier f 1 . From TG-modifiers' properties, it follows that
; hence
(theory of concave functions). If ( f 1 (a)+ f 1 (b))/ f 1 (c) ≥ 1, the triplet ( f 1 (a), f 1 (b), f 1 (c)) becomes triangular (i.e., f 1 (a)+ f 1 (b) ≥ f 1 (c) is true). In case there still exist triplets which have not become triangular after application of f 1 , we take another TG-modifier f 2 and compose f 1 and f 2 into f
turns all triplets generated by δ into triangular ones-then f * is the single TG-modifier f we are looking for.
Notes to the Proof of Theorem 1.
The constructive nesting of TGmodifiers in the second phase can be done in a finite number of steps if we assume the distance a does not tend to zero. Otherwise, the process of nesting could be (but not necessarily) infinite. Nevertheless, in a computer we model data types in discrete domains (i.e., also the distances are discrete approximations), so in practice the nesting is always finite.
The proof shows the more concave TG-modifier we apply, the more triplets become triangular. This effect can be visualized by three dimensional ( x), respectively. The more concave the TG-modifier, the more the objects forming a triplet become equidistant, that is, the more the respective triangles become equilateral. This observation also implies the mean of distance increases and the variance decreases; thus the intrinsic dimensionality of TG-modified distance δ f is always greater than that of δ (with respect to S). In Figure 12 (b) see an example of distance distribution regarding the TG-modified L 2 distance (for the not modified L 2 distance distribution see Figure 12 (a)). The classic curse of dimensionality problem [Böhm et al. 2001] refers to the same behavior in vector spaces-the higher the dimensionality, the more the vectors become equidistant, so the relation between high intrinsic dimensionality and high embedding dimensionality is obvious.
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Triangle-Violating Modifiers
As a counterpart to TG-modifiers, we can define the triangle-violating modifiers and modifications.
Definition 7 (Triangle-Violating Modifier). Let a strictly convex SPmodifier f be called a triangle-violating modifier (or TV-modifier). Having a TV-modifier f , let a δ f be called a TV-modification.
Unlike TG-modifiers, the TV-modifiers (see Figure 10 (b)) cause the triangle inequality of a TV-modified metric to be unable to be satisfied, that is, the metric can be turned into a semimetric (or a semimetric is still kept semimetric). This can be stated as the opposite to Theorem 1, as follows.
THEOREM 2 (TURNING METRIC INTO SEMIMETRIC). Given a metric δ, then there always exists a TV-modifier f , such that the SP-modifi-cation δ
f is a semimetric.
PROOF. The proof is exactly the opposite to that of Theorem 1. By composing TV-modifiers, we increase the variance among distances within distance triplets, so that some of them sooner or later become not triangular triplets (we omit the exotic case where all the objects in U are equidistant).
In consequence, the properties of TG-modifiers discussed in the previous section hold inversely for TV-modifiers. In particular, the more convex the TV-modifier we apply, the more triplets become nontriangular. As for the TGmodifiers, in Figures 11(c) and 11(d) see examples of region of all triangular triplets. 10 The region f represents all the triplets which remain triangular after the application of TV-modifier
10 (actually, this one is a partially convex and partially concave SP-modifier-note the f is neither a super-nor a subregion of ).
Furthermore, every (strictly convex) TV-modification exhibits lower intrinsic dimensionality than the original (semi)metric δ (with respect to S); see the DDH in Figure 12 (c) (compare with Figure 12(a) ).
In the following, we will call a TG-modifier or TV-modifier f simply a T-modifier.
Fast Exact and Approximate Search in Dissimilarity Spaces
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EXACT AND APPROXIMATE INDEXING AND SEARCH
The T-modifiers can be utilized to perform an exact or approximate, metric or nonmetric similarity search. As a T-modifier can either increase or decrease the "amount" of triangle inequality of a particular dissimilarity measure, we can utilize metric access methods as a general tool for similarity search. In other words, the abilities of MAMs are no longer limited to the metric search case but now include also the nonmetric fields.
In particular, we can use a TG-modifier to fully or partially enforce the triangle inequality for a semimetric (at the cost of higher intrinsic dimensionality obtained), or we can use a TV-modifier to "demetricate" a metric to achieve lower intrinsic dimensionality and thus faster but approximate retrieval. We can also even worsen the violation of triangle inequality of a semimetric measure, providing this will not significantly affect the retrieval effectiveness.
Unlike all the approaches presented in Section 3, the "modification approach" proposed in this article has three advantages:
-An employment of T-modifiers covers both preferences of similarity search, the topological and precision preferences, and their combinations. We can perform exact metric, exact nonmetric, approximate metric, and approximate nonmetric searches. -The modifications are not restricted to use by a specific access method; they are generally applicable to any MAM. After obtaining a suitable Tmodification (we will discuss how to do this in the next section), we can use any MAM for the similarity search. We must just additionally modify the query radius r Q to f (r Q ) when issuing a range query (the kNN search needs no adjustment at all). -The distance measure is always treated as a black box, that is, we do not require any analytical information on the distance semantics. The information used by the modification is obtained purely on a statistical basis (by sampling a number of distance triplets).
Retrieval Error Model
When given a TV-modifier f , we could determine the "amount" of triangle inequality violation (however, only in the case where the modified distance is a metric) as the triangle-violation error
where V ( f ) is the volume of region f and V ( ) is the volume of region (defined in the previous section). The volume of can be determined as
that is, the volume is one-half the cube 0, d + 3 . Since f is increasing, there exists the inverse function f −1 , and the volume of f can be determined as
However, although the E f T V can be determined easily (because of its distance and data independence, and due to the analytical form of f ), its utilization is limited just to TV-modified metrics. Moreover, the E f T V error is a very rough indicator of how the triangle inequality of a TV-modified metric got deteriorated. For example, considering f (x) = x 2 , the actual triangle inequality is highly violated in the L f 2 distance; however, in δ
, it is fully preserved. This is in contradiction to the E f T V error, which reports a violation (even of the same size) in both cases.
Hence, instead of the triangle-violation error, we introduce the T-error, a distance and data-dependent measure providing a more appropriate estimation of how a metric access method will behave when used with a T-modified distance.
5.1.1 T-Error. An important question is how to measure the "amount" of triangle inequality preservation/violation. Since the triangle-violation error is not appropriate, we propose the triangle error (T-error), defined as the fraction of distance triplets that are nontriangular (the triplets are sampled from the dataset), that is,
where m is the total number of sampled distance triplets and m nt is the number of triplets that are nontriangular. Obviously, the total number of triplets m acquired from a dataset sample S * ⊆ S affects the precision of the T-error. Ideally, we would like to obtain ε δ,S = ε δ,U , where ε δ,U is the T-error computed on the entire universe U, by incorporating all possible triplets, that is, m = |U| 3 (which includes also all possible query objects). Of course, evaluation of ε δ,U is impracticable, so to keep the T-error as precise as possible, we must incorporate suitable sampling techniques which minimize the discrepancy between ε δ,U and ε δ,S , while keeping the size of S * and the triplet count m as low as possible (we will discuss the sampling techniques later in Section 6.3).
We expect the T-error can generally predict the real retrieval error exhibited by any metric access method when used with a nonmetric T-modification (or any other semimetric distance). The real retrieval error can be defined as relative precision and recall, or more simply as a kind of Jaccard distance, the normed overlap distance E NO between the query result QR MAM returned by a MAM and the correct query result QR SEQ obtained by sequential search of the dataset, that is,
Moreover, we can employ a user-defined T-error tolerance threshold θ , in order to control the T-error of a T-modification we are choosing for our retrieval task, that is, we search for a modifier f such that ε δ f ,S ≤ θ .
Suitable T-modifiers
In addition to minimizing the T-error, we aim to use a T-modification which keeps the indexability indicators (i.e., the intrinsic dimensionality and/or the ball-overlap factor; see Section 2.6) as good as possible. For an example why this is important, consider a TG-modifier
which turns every d + -bounded semimetric into a metric, keeping the T-error zero. Unfortunately, such a metric is useless for searching, since all classes of objects maintained by a MAM are overlapped by every query, so the retrieval always deteriorates to sequential search. This behavior is reflected by a maximal ball-overlap factor, that is, BOF k (S, δ f ) = 1. The intrinsic dimensionality ρ(S, δ f ) is also high; however, it is not appropriate here since it does not recognize whether f is totally useless for indexing or the dataset is just bad-structured-this was actually the reason why the BOF was introduced.
In fact, we look for an optimal T-modifier, that is, a T-modifier which turns (or keeps) only those nontriangular triplets into triangular ones that are generated by δ. The nontriangular triplets which are not generated by δ should remain nontriangular (the white areas in Figures 11(a)-(d) ), since such triplets represent the "decisions" used by MAMs for filtering nonrelevant objects or classes. The more often such decisions occur, the more efficient the search is (and the better the indexability indicators are). As an example, given two vectors u, v of dimensionality n, the optimal "zero-error" TG-modifier (with respect to the entire universe U) for semimetric δ (u, v 
turning δ into the Euclidean (L 2 ) distance (the f 's "optimality" follows from the definition of L 2 distance). From another point of view, the concavity/convexity of f determines how much the object clusters (MAMs' classes, respectively) become loose/tight (overlapped by other clusters/classes).
In Figure 13 (a) see an L 3 -ball of radius r = 1, partitioned among 10 "onionring" regions. The kth ring (counting from the center) represents the volume of points in the space which are within L 3 distance (k − 1) * 0.1, k * 0.1 -we can call them equidistant rings. In Figure 13 distance is TV-modified by f (x) = x 2 . Much of the volume is now gathered in the central ring; the respective points have distances to the center lower than 0.1. The remaining rings cover less and less of the space. That is, the respective DDHs would contain tall low-distance bins and short high-distance bins, which leads to a lower mean for the distances, a higher variance, and thus a lower intrinsic dimensionality.
On the other hand, in Figure 13 (c) see an L 1 2 -ball and in Figure 13 (d) its modification by TG-modifier f (x) = √ x. The effect is exactly opposite to the TV-modifier case, that is, most of the volume gets distant ("inflated" to the ball surface 12 ), so the mean of the distances increases, the variance decreases, and the intrinsic dimensionality is higher.
When considering MAMs using ball partitioning (e.g., the M-tree), the above example shows how the modifications impact the indexability and retrieval efficiency. The TG-modified data regions (balls) represent indistinct clusters of data; hence the indexing and searching will suffer from overlaps among them. Conversely, the TV-modified regions will tend to be disjointed (keeping the data distributed among tight separated clusters); hence the indexing becomes more efficient.
AUTOMATED DISTANCE TRANSFORMATIONS
The question is how to find the optimal T-modifier f for a given measure δ, a dataset S, and a T-error tolerance θ . Since we suppose no analytical form of δ is known, we have to obtain a guidance by sampling a number of distance triplets for a dataset sample S * ⊆ S, and by using some predefined T-modifier generators.
T-Bases
In order to easily find a T-modifier which fits the required properties, we make use of the so-called T-base-a T-modifier additionally parameterized by a concavity/convexity weight w.
is a TG-modifier for w > 0 and a TV-modifier for w < 0, where w is called the concavity-convexity weight (CC-weight). Furthermore, if w 1 ,
2 ), ∀x ∈ (0, 1). We also require that g be continuous in the sense lim w 1 →w 2 g (x, w 1 ) = g (x, w 2 ), ∀x ∈ 0, 1 . Then we call g a base of T-modifiers (or T-base).
The parameter w will serve to smoothly adjust a particular T-modifier in order to decrease/increase the concavity/convexity, so that the T-error will match the user-defined T-error tolerance. Simultaneously, among the T-modifications matching the T-error tolerance (the candidates), we pick the one which promises the best indexing performance (i.e., exhibits minimal intrinsic dimensionality or ball-overlap factor). 
, where = √ −x 2 + x 2 w 2 − 2aw 2 x + a 2 w 2 + x. The simpler FP-base has the advantage that there always exists a CC-weight w for which either a modified semimetric becomes metric (w > 0) or a modified metric becomes semimetric (w < 0). Furthermore, when using the FP-base, the dissimilarity δ need not be d + -bounded. A particular disadvantage of the FP-base is that its concavity/convexity is controlled globally, just by the CCweight w. Hence, to fit a user-defined T-error tolerance, the FP-base has to be possibly "inflated" by a high CC-weight on the whole interval (0, d + ), although a small highly "inflated" subinterval on the distance domain would suffice to fit the overall T-error tolerance, keeping the rest of the distance domain less inflated (and so achieving better indexability).
The RBQ-bases are more sophisticated T-bases, allowing one to control the concavity/convexity locally, by the second Bézier point of the underlying rational Bézier quadratic curve. To derive a proper T-base from the curve, 13 the three
Bézier points are specified as P 1 (0, 0), P 2 (a, b), P 3 (1, 1). The additional RBQ parameters a, b (such that a < b) are treated as constants (the second Bézier point P 2 (a, b) ), that is, for various a, b values we get multiple RBQ-bases (see the dots in Figure 14(b) ), which are all individual T-bases. To obtain a regular Tbase for any pair of values a < b, either a TG-modifier is used in the case where w > 0 (considering P 2 (a, b) ), or a TV-modifier is used in the case where w < 0 (considering P 2 (b, a) ). The advantage of RBQ-bases is the place of maximal concavity/convexity can be controlled locally by the choice of P 2 (a, b) ; hence, for a given CC-weight w we can achieve lower value of either an indexability indicator or the T-error just by choosing a different P 2 (a, b). As a particular limitation, to use RBQ-bases, the distance δ must be d + -bounded (due to the third Bézier point (1,1) ). On the other hand, the d + bound can be obtained when ensuring the reflexivity and nonnegativity of δ, as mentioned in Section 4.1. Furthermore, for an RBQ-base with P 2 (a, b) = (0, 1), the T-error can be generally greater than the T-error tolerance θ , even in the case where w → ∞ (and conversely, even in the case where w → −∞ the modified dissimilarity can still remain metric or "insufficiently spoiled" semimetric). Nevertheless, with the FP-base or RBQ (0,1) -base in our pool of T-bases, there can always be found a T-modifier which fits the T-error tolerance. In addition to the properties required in Definition 8, the FP-and RBQ-T-bases are also symmetric in the sense that a TG-modifier obtained for w 1 > 0 is inverse to the TV-modifier obtained for
The TriGen Algorithm
Given a pool of T-bases F, searching for the optimal T-modifier can be automated by sliding the CC-weight of each T-base in the pool and keeping the best found so far. Since we know that, the more concave (convex) T-modifier, the lower (higher) the T-error, the search can be accelerated by halving a CC-weight interval (or doubling one of the bounds). In this way we can quickly (in O(log n) time) find the CC-weight for each T-base such that the respective T-modifier fits the T-error tolerance. Then, among the candidate T-modifiers, the one is picked which exhibits the best indexability indicator.
In Listing 1, see the TriGen algorithm, which seeks the best T-modifier, as outlined above. Initially, for each T-base the zero weight is checked as to whether the nonmodified dissimilarity's T-error ε δ,S already fits the T-error tolerance θ . If so, the dissimilarity is TV-modified until the T-error ε δ f ,S is about to exceed θ. If not, the dissimilarity is TG-modified until the ε δ f ,S gets below or equal to θ . In this way, for each T-base, we obtain (at most) one candidate for the best T-modifier. Finally, we pick the T-modifier among the candidates which has the smallest intrinsic dimensionality (or ball-overlap factor).
To provide a scalability tradeoff when searching for a candidate, the main loop is bounded by a fixed number of iterations (the iterLimit constant). The TriangleError method computes the T-error, having the actual T-modifier derived from a T-base (the sampling of distance triplets needed for the T-error // compute the initial error of non-modified δ, i.e. w * = 0 5 if error < θ then // TV-modifiers will be used 6 w LB = 0; w UB = −∞; w best = 0 7 err best = error; w * = -1 8 else // TG-modifiers will be used 9 w LB = 0; w UB = ∞; err best = 0 10 w best = -1; w * = 1 11 end if 12 evaluation is described in the next section). The ComputeIndexability method makes use of the previously sampled distance triplets (computed in the TriangleError method) and computes (the negative value of) an indexability indicator on them (either intrinsic dimensionality or BOF).
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Sampling of Distance Triplets
The distance triplets used for the T-error computation can be sampled randomly; this should suffice especially if θ > 0. However, the random sampling could miss some "anomalous" ordered triplets (a, b, c) , where the ratio a+b c is extremely low. Such a not-sampled anomalous triplet remains nontriangular even if we force the other ones (by the TriGen algorithm) to be triangular. Hence, if we require zero T-error (i.e., θ = 0 for "really" exact search), we should sample also some of the anomalous triplets, in addition to the randomly sampled ones.
In Listing 2, a heuristic algorithm for sampling anomalous triplets is proposed. First, all pairwise distances δ f in a dataset sample S * are computed and the respective object pairs are sorted according to their distances. Then, for each of the last tripletCount pairs of objects (O k , O l ) in Ordering, the algorithm searches for the third object O m such that for the respective ordered triplet (a, b, c) 
It is maybe worth noting, the searching for anomalous distance triplets is a kind of analogy to searching for pivots when indexing by pivot-based methods (e.g., LAESA) [Bustos et al. 2003 ]. As good pivots are outliers in the metric space, the anomalous triples can be viewed as outliers in the "triplet space". 6.3.1 Implementation Issues. Initially, we have n objects in the dataset sample S * . Then we create an n × n distance matrix for storage of pairwise distances δ i j = δ(O i , O j ) between the sampled objects. In such a way we are able to obtain up to n 3 distance triplets for at most n(n−1) 2 distance computations. Thus, to obtain a sufficiently large number of distance triplets, the dataset sample S * needs to be quite small. Naturally, the values in the matrix could be computed "on demand," just in the moment a distance is requested. Since δ is symmetric, the subdiagonal half of the matrix can be used for storage of the T-modified distances δ g j i = g (δ i j (·, ·), w); however, these are repeatedly recomputed for each particular g (·, w). As in case of distances, also the modified distances can be computed "on demand".
Time Complexity Analysis
Let |S * | be the number of objects in the sample S * , m be the number of sampled triplets, F the pool of T-bases, and O(δ) the complexity of single distance computation. The complexity of a single g (x, w) computation is supposed O(1). The overall complexity of TriGen algorithm is then
that is, the distance matrix computation plus the main algorithm. The size of T-base pool |F| as well as the number of iterations (variable iterLimit) are assumed as (small) constants; hence we get
The size of S * and the number m affect the precision of T-error and indexability indicator values, so we can trade off the TriGen's complexity and the precision by choosing
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To examine the proposed method, we have performed extensive testing of the TriGen algorithm as well as evaluation of the generated distance measures with respect to the effectiveness and efficiency of retrieval by two MAMs (the M-tree and PM-tree).
We would like to say this experimentation was not intended to compare the competitiveness of various access methods against the TriGen-aided MAMs. Although the specifically developed index structures will always perform better (e.g., the IGrid), they are limited just to a single dissimilarity measure (or a class of highly related measures). Instead, we would like to show the universality of the proposed approach on a general MAM (here on the M-tree and PM-tree), resulting in a fact that the TriGen algorithm can be used as a common front end when implementing an effective and efficient multimedia retrieval system 29:34
which is richly customizable (in the sense of employment of any similarity measure provided by the user).
The TestBed
We have examined 26 dissimilarity measures (all described in Section 2) on four datasets (images, polygons, protein sequences, and time series), while the distances were considered as black-box semimetrics. The dataset of images consisted of 65,615 eight-dimensional Corel features [Hettich and Bay 1999] (the color moments were used). We tested five semimetrics and four metrics on the images: three fractional L p distances ( p = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, denoted L p), the 3-median L 2 distance (3med L2), the squared L 2 distance (L2square), three Minkowski L p distances ( p = 1, 2, 5, denoted L p), and the angle distance (Angle).
Second, we sampled 50,000 strings of protein sequences (of lengths 50-100) from the GenBank file rel147 [Benson et al. 2000] . The edit distance (denoted Edit) and the longest common subsequence distance (LCSS) were used to index the GenBank dataset. The LCSS similarity measure was turned into a distance as LCSS(·, ·) = 100−LCSS sim (·, ·).
Third, we created a synthetic dataset of 100,000 2D polygons, each consisting of 5 to 10 vertices. We tested three semimetrics on the polygons: the 3-median and 5-median Hausdorff distances (denoted 3med Hausdorff L2, 5med Hausdorff L2, respectively, where the partial d distance was the L 2 metric on vertices), the dynamic time warping distance (DTW) with d chosen as L 2 on vertices (denoted DTWpoly), and one metric, the Hausdorff distance (denoted Hausdorff L2).
Finally, we used 10,000 154-dimensional time series created by Keogh and Ratanamahatana [2005] concatenating 10 diverse datasets from the UCR time series archive. The 10 datasets are foetal ecg, steam generator, space shuttle, Photon Burst, Standard and Poor 500, ocean, power demand, leleccum, Koski ECG, and infrasound beams. The subsequences we used for our experiments were drawn at random from this pool, making sure that all 10 seed time series contribute equally. As distance functions we employed band-constrained DTW (denoted DTW(b)), where b is the half-width of Sakoe-Chiba band, that is, b = 0 stands for L 2 distance and b = 77 is unconstrained DTW (with respect to 154 dimensions), that is, for b > 0 the DTW is semimetric.
All the distances in all tests were normed to return values from 0, 1 .
TriGen Setup
The TriGen algorithm was used to generate the optimal T-modifier for each dissimilarity measure (considering the respective dataset and a T-error tolerance θ ). To examine the relation between the retrieval error of MAMs and the T-error, we constructed several T-modifiers for each distance measure, considering different values of T-error tolerance θ ≥ 0. The TriGen's pool of T-bases F was populated by the FP-base and 116 RBQ-bases parameterized by all pairs (a, b) such that a ∈ {0, 0.005, 0.015, 0.035, 0.075, 0.155}, where for a value of a the values of b were multiples of 0.05 limited by a < b ≤ 1. The dataset sample S * used by TriGen consisted of only n = 500 randomly selected objects, that is, 0.76% of the Corel dataset, 1% of the GenBank dataset, 0.5% of the Polygons dataset, and 5% of the Time series dataset. The distance matrix built on the respective dataset sample S * was used to form m = 10 5 distance triplets. Unless otherwise stated, 95% of the triplets were sampled randomly and the remaining 5% were sampled by the "anomalous triplets" heuristics (see Section 6.3). The ball-overlap factor (BOF) was computed as BOF 1 (1-NN balls ratio) in all experiments.
In Table I see the optimal T-modifiers found for the dissimilarity measures by BOF-driven TriGen (i.e., a TriGen configuration where the BOF was used to rank the T-modifier candidates), considering θ = 0 and θ = 0.1, respectively. The winning T-modifier parameters for a particular T-error tolerance θ (the best in the sense of the lowest BOF) are denoted as RBQ/FP (either the (a, b) parameters of RBQ or just the FP label), idim (the intrinsic dimensionality), BOF (ball-overlap factor), TG/TV (the "direction" of the winning T-modifiers, i.e., either the TG-or TV-modifier). We observe the L 1 distance cannot be modified at all. Note that metrics L2, L5, Angle, and DTW(0) were TV-modified without "harming" by the T-error. Furthermore, we observe the semimetric L0.75 is TGmodified to fit θ = 0, but for θ = 0.1 the triangle inequality is satisfied more than enough, so it is even TV-modified. As expected, the RBQ-bases are the most winning ones.
Considering 
Indexing and Querying
In order to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of search when using Tmodified dissimilarity measures, we utilized the M-tree [Ciaccia et al. 1997] and the PM-tree [Skopal et al. 2005] . For both the datasets several M-tree and PM-tree indices were built, which differentiate the T-modification employedfor each dissimilarity measure and each θ value a δ f was found by TriGen, and an index created. The setup of (P)M-tree indices is summarized in Table II (for technical details see Ciaccia et al. [1997] ; Skopal et al. [2003 Skopal et al. [ , 2005 ).
All the (P)M-tree indices were used to process kNN queries. Since the TriGengenerated modifications are generally approximations (especially when θ > 0), Construction method: MinMax + SingleWay the filtration of (P)M-tree branches was affected by a retrieval error E NO (see Section 5.1).
To examine retrieval efficiency, the computation costs needed for query evaluation were compared to the costs spent by sequential search. Every query was repeated for 100 query objects (randomly selected from the dataset), and the results were averaged.
In Figure 17 see the costs and the retrieval errors of 10NN queries processed on Corel M-tree indices, depending on the growing θ and considering BOF-driven TriGen. Since the BOFs/IDIMs decrease, the searching becomes more efficient (e.g., down to 1% of costs spent by sequential search for θ = 0.2 and T-modifications of metric L p distances). On the other hand, for θ = 0 the T-modifications of 3med L2 and L0.25 imply high BOFs/IDIMs, so the retrieval deteriorates (to almost sequential search in the case of 3med L2). In Figure 18 the same results are presented for PM-tree indices. The results show the PMtree is sometimes an order of magnitude faster than the respective M-tree in the same situation.
For a comparison, in Figure 19 see the scenario from Figure 18 but now with indices built using T-modifications created by the IDIM-driven TriGen (the results for L 1 indices are the same in both cases so we can use them as a clue). The BOF-driven TriGen produces T-modifications which perform better (up to θ = 0.2). On the other hand, the T-modifications produced by BOF-TriGen lead to higher retrieval errors. To examine also the other datasets, in Figure 21 see the results for 10NN queries on GenBank indices, with respect to the growing θ . The edit distance proved its bad exact indexability: more than 20% of PM-tree and almost 100% of M-tree indices were fetched to answer a query. Simultaneously, the respective retrieval errors are high for already small θ. Although a nonmetric, the LCSS behaves similarly to the edit distance.
In Figure 22 see the results for the Polygons indices. The indexing by the Hausdorff L2 distance is quite efficient, but also the respective retrieval errors for the growing θ are very small (even zero up to θ = 0.1 when indexed by M-tree). The nonmetric distances are quite efficiently indexable as well, the 5med Hausdorff L2 being an exception. On the other hand, the DTWpoly distance exhibits significant retrieval error even in the case θ = 0.
In Figures 23(a) and 23(b) see the computation costs (retrieval error, respectively) for 10-NN queries on the high-dimensional Time series dataset, where the observed parameter w is the half-width of the Sakoe-Chiba's band. The T-error tolerance was fixed to 0. For w = 0 the DTW becomes an ordinary L 2 metric, so the retrieval is fast, since no TG-modification is needed. However, for w > 0 the costs are much higher, no matter what actual value of w is. This observation is particularly interesting, since one would expect that the higher w in the higher the T-error would be, and also the higher the computation costs (enforced by a "heavy" TG-modification). Considering the T-error; tolerance and DTW(5), the computation costs and retrieval error on Time series are presented in Figure 24 . Generally, the high-dimensional time series are hard to index for zero retrieval error; nevertheless, for T-error tolerance ≤ 0.01 the performance improves quite significantly, while the retrieval error is reasonably small. 7.3.1 Aggregate Results. To briefly summarize the overall indexability of all four datasets, in Figure 25 see the computation costs of 10NN queries directly against the real retrieval error (instead of just the T-error tolerance). The four graph pairs in Figures 18, 21, 22 , and 24 are replotted as four single graphs, showing the tradeoff between efficiency and error for each dataset. The best values are the bottom-left ones, and vice versa.
Sample Size and Anomalous Triplets.
In the above results we can observe several cases where the retrieval error is high even for small or zero T-error tolerance θ (see L0.25 in Figure 18 , 3med L2 in Figure 20 , LCSS in Figure 21 , and DTWpoly in Figure 22 ). Hence, in the last experiment, we tested the impact of the triangular triplets' structure used by determining the T-error. In Figure 26 see computation costs and the retrieval errors according to the growing proportion of anomalous triplets in the set of 100,000 triplets used for T-error evaluation. We can observe the retrieval errors decrease, considering all the T-modified dissimilarity measures. The drop is visible especially for L0.25. However, at some point (here at 8% of anomalous triplets), the retrieval error gets stabilized, so we cannot further refine the T-error evaluation. This is due to the size of the dataset sample S * and the distance triplet set, which are both relatively small. Thus applications with requirements on a strictly guaranteed level of retrieval error have to use larger sizes of both.
To demonstrate the impact of the dataset size and the number of distance triplets, see Figure 27 to observe the dependency of retrieval error on the size n = |S * | of the dataset sample (as a proportion of the dataset size). The number of sampled distance triplets m increased superlinearly, as m = n 7 4 . The error for L0.25 is stable from approximately 2% (there is a nonzero T-error tolerance required). The error for 3med L2 steadily decreases as the sample size gets larger (up to 7% where the error is zero). We also observe that the errors for DTWpoly and LCSS fall quickly, so the increased dataset sample in this case is better than an increased ratio of anomalous triplets (compare with the previous figure) . Remarkably, for sample sizes above 2% of the dataset size, we observe the computation costs do not increase (actually, this is relevant for L0. 25 and DTWpoly since the other two got almost 100%). 
CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have proposed a unified framework for exact and approximate search in general dissimilarity spaces by the use of metric access methods (MAMs), which can be utilized especially in the area of multimedia retrieval. We have shown the triangle inequality property is not restrictive for similarity search and can be enforced for every semimetric (modifying it to a metric) in order to achieve exact search. Or, conversely, the triangle inequality can be intentionally violated for the sake of better structuring of the indexed dataset, so we achieve faster, but imprecise, retrieval. Furthermore, we have introduced the TriGen algorithm for the automatic turning of any black-box dissimilarity into an approximation of a metric just by the use of distance distribution in a fraction of the database. Such a "TriGen-approximated metric" can be safely used to search the database by any MAM, while the similarity orderings with respect to a query object (the retrieval effectiveness) are correctly preserved.
Future Work and Open Problems
We would like to carry out some research concerning further improvements of TriGen's "tracking abilities" for the optimal T-modifier. We would consider two ways-utilizing more complex combinations of the T-bases, or, alternatively, extending the class of T-bases to all partially concave/convex SP-modifications.
Another of our efforts is aimed at a proposal of dynamic techniques for the improvement of a T-modification which was already used to build a (P)M-tree index. With such a feature, the index could be repaired "on-the-fly" to achieve more or less approximate results for future queries, so full reindexing of the dataset would not be required (at least to some extent).
